
Bio131 Collaboration Policy Spring 2021

As an interdisciplinary course, doing work in Bio131 may lead to a few questions. Who can you talk
to? What resources can you use? What does it mean to “cheat” while writing a program? This
document describes available resources and what actions are in violation of the Honor Principle.

1. You can ask anyone (Anna, tutors, other students) anything during lectures and labs.

2. You can always come to posted office hours or DoJo hours.

3. You can always look up how to use specific functions we have learned in Python (or spread-
sheet functions in HW1). Refer to the course resources on Moodle.

4. For the programming assignments, unless explicitly specified:

(a) Working together is encouraged. You can talk to other students about the homework
as much as you like.

(b) You can always ask questions about the assignment. You can ask Anna in office
hours or via email, ask the tutors during DoJo drop-in hours or in one-on-one scheduled
tutoring, or ask questions via Slack any time. Anna and the tutors are all members of
the #help Slack channel – other students are also free to help each other out too!

(c) You must always write programs/assignments on your own.

Code plagiarism is a real thing. Just like when writing papers, there is a way to cite others’
work. Identical code is just as bad as copying and pasting entire paragraphs of an essay from
another source - always write your code in your own style. You have a lot of flexibility in
naming variables, including print statements and comments in your code.

1. The early programming assignments may have instructions to copy code exactly; in these
examples, many students will have identical code, which is fine. If you are uncertain about a
homework, ask Anna.

2. For the larger programming assignments, your code may look similar to others if you work
side by side. If you have extensive discussions with Anna, tutors, or students, add their names
as comments to the header of the file. For example,

# Anna helped me begin problem 2

# I discussed how to speed up problem 4 with Alex

# I helped Jane out with problem 5.

We will check to make sure that people who worked together list each other as collaborators.

Ask Anna if you have any questions about this policy.
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